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Readings include technical & popular articles. The popular articles are intended to illustrate how ideas & concepts discussed in the technical articles are critical to our understanding of the world in which we live.

I. WHAT IS DEVELOPMENT?

Readings (33)

Globalization (8)
- Trumbull, “Great Global Shift to Service Jobs,” *CSM*, 9/4/07
- Barnes, “Why Indian IT Companies are Outsourcing--to the US,” *CSM*, 4/12/10
- Lampman, “The Limits of a Global Economy,” *CSM*, 5/15/03
- McLaughlin, “Brazil Touts Global Vision,” *CSM*, 2/14/06
- Trumbull, “From Abroad, Challenges to US Role as Top Innovator,” *CSM*, 12/12/05
- Trumbull, “Is China Posed to Close the Technology Gap?” *CSM*, 3/14/07
- Blake, “Europe Ratchets up its Pressure on Immigrants,” *CSM*, 6/20/08

Growing Interdependence (6)
- Grier, “Recession and Flu Show Borderless World,” *CSM*, 4/30/09
- Atwood & Barnet, “Reduce Poverty--Get a Safer World,” *CSM*, 11/18/04
- Francis, “Economic Slump Provides Tinder for Global Conflicts,” *CSM*, 4/15/09

Meaning of Development (11)
- Bryner, “The US May be the Richest Nation, but It’s not the Happiest,” *CSM*, 7/1/10
- Trumbull, “A Chasm Grows in ‘Flat’ World,” *CSM*, 9/2/05
- Lange, “What it Takes to Open a Door for the Poor,” *CSM*, 3/12/08
- Scharff, “What it's Like to Live on $1 a Day,” *CSM*, 7/6/05
- Llana and Downie, “Why South American Economies are Rebounding First,” *CSM*, 10/27/09
- Sappenfield, “Growth in India’s Industrial Hub Leaves Many Behind,” *CSM*, 3/3/07
- Llana, “Brazil Becomes Antipoverty Showcase,” *CSM*, 11/13/08
- Killela, “Africa’s Compelling Progress Toward Peace and Prosperity,” *CSM*, 7/19/10
- Williamson and Hicks, “World Cup 2010: Closer to the Finals, Closer to World Support for Africa,” *CSM*, 6/29/10

Addressing Global Challenges (8)
- Cobb, “Barack Obama, and America's Place in the World,” *CSM*, 12/15/08
- Cobb, “Make Room for Asia’s New ‘Indispensable’ Nations,” *CSM*, 7/13/06
- Jacques, “US vs. China: a Dangerous Phase has Begun,” *CSM*, 2/19/10
- Trumbull, “Amid Economic Slowdown, Signs of New World Order,” *CSM*, 6/2/08
- Shetty, “Feeding the Hungry and Saving Lives, the UN is a Blessing,” *CSM*, 12/22/06
- Lipsy, “Global Financial Reformers must Heed Asia's Clout,” *CSM*, 10/29/08
II. WHAT IS THE FOOD PROBLEM?

Readings (29)

Background and Current Situation (8)
FAO, “Food: A Fundamental Human Right,” 5/01
FAO, “Hunger—Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs),” June 2010
FAO, “Crop Prospects and Food Situation—Food Emergencies Update,” No. 3, July 2009
FAO, “1.02 Billion People Hungry,” Press Release, 6/19/09
Montero, “Financial Crisis may Worsen Food Crunch it Eclipsed,” CSM, 12/02/08
Rice-Oxley, “Briefing—Lessons from Past Food Crises,” CSM, 6/23/08
Editorial, “One-Sixth of Humanity Feels the Same,” CSM, 10/14/09

Causes of Hunger, Famine & Food Insecurity (11)
Shah, “Pakistan Flood Aid: Millions Pledged, but it’s Still Not Enough,” CSM, 8/18/10
Speri, “Six Months After the Haiti Earthquake, What Progress?” CSM, 7/12/10
Velasquez-Manoff, “India’s Vanishing Groundwater,” CSM, 8/13/09
Montero, “Roots of Asia’s Rice Crisis,” CSM, 4/22/08
Baldauf, “In Zimbabwe, Bread Costs Z$10 Million,” CSM, 3/25/08
Ford, “Drought Threatens China,” CSM, 2/11/09
Ford, “North Korea to Become Worlds Largest Recipient of U.N. food Aid,” CSM, 9/4/08
Benequista, “As Famine Looms in Ethiopia, Only the Neediest get Food Aid,” CSM, 6/27/08
McLaughlin, “In Africa, When it Rains, it Swarms,” CSM, 10/14/04
Itano, “AIDS Adds to the African Food Crisis,” CSM, 6/11/02

Success Stories (3)
Hanes, “Massive Flooding Returns, but Mozambique Prevents Disaster,” CSM, 2/21/07
Ross, “Brazil Makes Headway in Bid for “Zero Hunger,” CSM, 9/11/06
Tergat, “How a Simple Meal Helped the World’s Top Marathoner,” CSM, 11/23/05

Controversies and Future Concerns (8)
Downie, “Brazil Defends Ethanol in Food-Versus-Fuel Fight,” CSM, 4/4/08
Cobban, “Time to End Cotton Subsidies,” CSM, 3/10/05
Dickson, “No Quick Fix to Africa’s Food Problems,” SciDev.Net, 6/28/04
Baldauf, “Africans are Already Facing Climate Change,” CSM, 11/6/06
Cattan, “Climate Change Set to Boost Mexican Immigration to US, Study Says,” CSM, 7/27/10
Francis, “Can the Earth Provide Enough Food for 9 Billion People?” CSM, 4/21/08
Grier, “Is the U.S. Doing Enough to Alleviate the World Food Crisis?” CSM, 5/7/08
Editorial, “Act Now to Prevent Future World Hunger,” CSM, 9/30/09
III. HOW CAN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES INCREASE FOOD PRODUCTION?

Readings (24)

Modernizing Agriculture (3)
CGIAR, “Who We Are,” August 2009
Hazel, “Green Revolution: Blessing or Curse?” IFPRI, 2002
Clayton, “Earth’s Growing Nitrogen Threat,” CSM, 1/12/10

Emerging Technologies and Strategies (21)
Montero, “Insecurity Drives Farm Purchases Abroad,” CSM, 6/4/08
Elton, “Peru’s Potatoes Saved by Science,” CSM, 3/15/00
Spotts, “Rice Genes Offer Grains of Hope for Hungry,” CSM, 4/5/02
Spotts, “Plant Scientists Build a ‘Sear’s Catalogue’ for Corn Genome,” CSM, 11/23/09
Avery, “Hope for Sustainable Farming in Gene-Altered Crops,” CSM, 8/30/01
Avery, “Feed the World’s Hungry While Protecting Wildlife,” CSM, 5/17/01
Schwarz, “New Irrigation Project a Boon for Senegalese Farmers,” CSM, 7/17/08
Smith, “A Water Pump for the People,” CSM, 7/23/08
LaFranchi, “U.S.-Africa Alliance to Help Small Farmer,” CSM, 6/16/08
Montoake, “Indonesia's Answer to Rising Food Prices,” CSM 7/14/08
Editorial, “Plant a Second Green Revolution”, CSM, 6/3/08
Lamb, “How Science Could Spark a Second Green Revolution,” CSM, 4/6/10
Hanes, “Taking the Fire Out of Farming in Africa,” CSM, 4/30/08
Llana, “Farming Superpower Brazil Spreads its Know How,” CSM, 11/12/08
Pflanz, “Principal Helps Village Feed Itself,” CSM, 4/18/06
Hanes, “Urban Farmers Empower Africa,” CSM, 5/7/07
Chauvin, “In Peru, a Project to Get Farmers to Trade in Fish Rather than Coca,” CSM, 1/24/07
Marquand, “Food Crisis Softens Resistance to Genetically Modified (GM) Food,” CSM, 6/6/08
Geithner and Gates, “A New Initiative to Feed the World,” WSJ, 4/22/10
IV. HOW CAN THE POPULATION EXPLOSION BE CONTROLLED?

Readings (24)

Population Growth Trends (6)
Belsie, “How Many People Does it Take to Change the World?” CSM, 6/22/00
LaFranchi, “UN Looks at Migration,” CSM, 9/14/06
Francis, “How to Slow the Population Clock,” CSM, 7/3/06
Lamb, “In Some Nations, the Rise of Shortgevity,” CSM, 11/4/04
Trescott, “Short Lives Lead to Short-Term Goals in Zimbabwe,” CSM, 6,9/06
Francis, “Fuse on the ‘Population Bomb’ has Been Relit,” CSM, 3/21/07

Consequences of Demographic Change (7)
Fuchs, “Spain Labors to Bring Home Baby–and the Bacon,” CSM, 6/26/03
Grant & Hoorens, “Consequences of a Graying World,” CSM, 6/29/07
Francis, “Europeans’ Struggle with Idea of ‘Replacement Migration,” CSM, 3/23/02
Francis, “Now, Dangers of a Population Implosion,” CSM, 10/7/04
Knickerbocker, “World First: In 2008, Most People will Live in the City,” CSM, 1/12/07
Peters, “A New Push to Clean up the World's Slums”, CSM, 11/20/03
Francis, “Birth Dearth' Worries Pale in Comparison to Overpopulation,” CSM, 7/14/08

Success Stories (4)
Holt, “Mexico’s Dramatically Shrinking Families,” CSM, 6/21/99
Tohid, “Bangladeshi Clerics Back Family Planning,” CSM, 6/17/03
Marquand, “6 Billion People and a Counterrend,” CSM, 10/12/99
Engelman, “Sustainable Population, Minus the Control,” CSM, 7/10/09

Controversies (7)
Gerson, “Spain’s Guest Worker Program Provides Test Case for EU,” CSM, 3/29/07
Price, “Tighter Borders Won’t Help the Desperate,” CSM, 5/28/06
Abend and Pingree, “Morocco’s Biggest Export is People,” CSM, 9/29/05
Marquand, “China Faces Future as Land of Boys,” CSM, 9/3/04
Wheeler, “Gender Selective Abortion in India is on the Rise,” CSM, 10/14/09
Francis, “Can Obama's Family-Planning Policies Help the Economy?” CSM, 1/26/09
Francis, “Is Population Growth a Ponzi Scheme?” CSM, 8/17/09
V. HOW CAN COUNTRIES IMPROVE HEALTH & NUTRITION?

Readings (28)

Key Health & Nutrition Issues (16)
Grady, “On an Altered Planet, New Diseases Emerge as Old Ones Re-emerge,” CSM, NYT, 8/20/02
Spotts, “Science Takes Aim at the Swine Flu,” CSM, 4/27/09
Ford, “Foes of 'Globesity' Run Afoul of Sugar's Friends,” CSM, 2/19/04
Baldauf, “Developing Countries Vow to Shut Door on Big Tobacco,” CSM, 11/24/08
Montlake, “Asia Acts to Contain China's Tainted Milk,” CSM, 10/2/08
Montlake, “International Effort to Stop Land Mines Bears Fruit,” CSM, 9/25/03
Sarria, “Small Arms in Latin America in the Aftermath of the NACLA Study,” CHA, 8/18/09
MacDonald, “Finally, the World’s Drinking Glass Is More than Half Full,” CSM, 12/30/04
Crawley, “Puppets Get People Past the Taboos,” CSM, 3/19/02
Baldauf, “India's Bid to Boost Healthcare in Slums,” CSM, 5/27/04
Itano, “World's Richest Man's Imprint on Africa,” CSM, 9/25/03
Baldauf, “India’s Popular Soap Operas Become a National Soapbox,” CSM, 6/10/05
Carroll, “Egypt’s Child Healthcare Lesson,” CSM, 5/8/07
Chauvin, “Peru Gives its Poor More Money, but There’s a Catch,” CSM, 10/14/05
Lemmon, “Amid War Afghanistan Trains Thousands of New Midwives,” CSM, 11/8/09

Focus on HIV/AIDS (10)
McLaughlin, “In Africa, New Commitment to Treat AIDS,” CSM, 12/9/05
Harman, “Kenya’s Slums Battle AIDS,” CSM, 7/10/02
Downie, “Brazil Pushes for Cheaper Drugs and Free AIDS Diagnosis,” CSM, 8/23/06
Montlake, “Asia Faith Groups Join AIDS Fight,” CSM, 7/12/04
LaFranchi, “25 Years on, AIDS Still Spreading,” CSM, 5/31/06
Hanes, “A Safe Place for Children in the Age of AIDS,” CSM, 7/27/06
Benequista, “Bush OKs $48 Billion for AIDS as Famine Looms,” CSM, 6/31/08
Itano, “Africa's AIDS Fight Fresh focus on Issue of Multiple Partners,” CSM, 12/1/08
Pfantz, “HIV Infection Plummets Among Young Adults: UN Experts,” CSM, 7/16/10

Controversies (2)
Montlake, “Thailand Widens Scope of Generic Drugs,” CSM, 1/31/07
Montlake, “Milk Formula Goes on Trial in Asia,” CSM, 6/22/07
VI. HOW CAN ACCESS TO HUMAN RIGHTS & OPPORTUNITY BE EXPANDED?

Readings (32)

Human Rights (4)
LaFranchi, “China's Human Rights Rating Upgraded by U.S. State Dept,” CSM, 3/13/08
LaFranchi, “US and China Sit Down to a Belated Talk on Human Rights,” CSM, 5/13/10
Marquand, “African Backlash Against International Courts Rises,” CSM, 10/6/09

Women (14)
Crawley, “Africa Spurs Female Circumcision,” CSM, 4/5/05
Hughes, “Female Cops in Iraq? Arab Women are Seizing Freedom,” CSM, 11/27/09
Girish, “For India’s Daughters, a Dark Birth Day,” CSM, 2/9/05
Yusuf, “People making a difference--Sheema Kermani,” CSM, 6/7/09
Ridge, “Some Indian Villages Prefer to Put Women in Power,” CSM, 5/11/10
Francis, “As Women Progress in Developing Nations so do Those Countries' Economies,” CSM, 8/4/08
LaFranchi, “Economic Downturn Fuels Human Trafficking,” CSM, 6/16/09
Hanes, “New Lives for Sex Workers in the Dominican Republic,” CSM, 7/15/10
Wax, “Bangladeshi Woman Wins Rights for Garment Workers,” CSM, 6/25/08
Kerlin, “New Evangelism: Mini Loans,” CSM, 5/12/05

The Poor, Refugees, Minorities, the Landless (7)
Stoehlein, “In Congo, 1,000 Die per Day: Why Isn’t it a Media Story?” CSM, 6/14/05
Chauvin, “S. America's Indigenous Uproar,” CSM, 7/20/04
Downie, “Brazilians Wonder: Where’s the Reform”, CSM, 3/22/06
Llana, “Colombia Offers Clues for Solution to Mexican Drug War,” CSM, 8/4/10
Chopra, “India Moves to Spread Wealth,” CSM, 8/25/05
Clark, “Unserved by Banks, Poor Kenyans Now Just Use a Cellphone,” CSM, 10/12/07
Telis, “Jhai PC Low Cost Computer Links Villages to the Web,” CSM, 9/11/08

Youth (7)
Montero, “Nike’s Dilemma: Is Doing the Right Think Wrong?” CSM, 12/22/06
Farrell, “Global Campaign to Police Child Sex Tourism,” CSM, 4/22/04
LaFranchi, “US Condemns Somalia’s Use of Child Soldiers, but US Aid Still Flows” CSM, 6/16/10
Raman, “How Almost Everyone in Kerala Learned to Read,” CSM, 5/17/05
Hanes, “Easing the Burden of School Fees,” CSM, 2/2/06
Downie, “In Brazil, New Focus on the Class After Class,” CSM, 5/25/04
Landow, “Stepping into Africa's Future,” CSM, 1/6/04
VII. ARE CONFLICTS BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT & ENVIRONMENT INEVITABLE?

Readings (34)

Overview (4)
Clayton, “A Productive, but Taxed Earth,” CSM, 3/21/05
Velasquez-Manoff, “The Economics of Ecosystems,” CSM, 11/16/10
Rockstrom, “Copenhagen: A New Global Deal for Sustainable Development?” CSM, 10/19/09
Herbert, “Americas’ Attitudes Toward the Environment Aren’t Reflected in Action,” CSM, 12/8/09

Global Warming--Energy (11)
Spots, “In Wake of Latest Climate Report, Calls Mount for Action,” CSM, 2/5/07
Spotts, “Copenhagen Accord” ‘Essential Beginning’ to Some, Shaky Foundation to Others,” CSM, 12/19/09
da Silva, “Brazil’s President Lula on Global Warming: No Delay at Copenhagen,” CSM, 12/15/09
Velasquez Manoff, “Alaska Climate Change Frontier,” CSM, 8/28/08
Montlake, “Climate Change: Southeast Asia's Preparation Falls Short,” CSM, 4/28/09
Wood, “Schwartzenegger Leads Governors’ Summit on Global Warming,” CSM, 9/30/09
Rice-Oxley, “At $9 per Gallon, British Driving Habits Change,” CSM, 7/1/08
Francis, “Why Peak Oil May Soon Pique Your Interest,” CSM, 8/6/07
Rice-Oxley, “Never Mind Altruism: ‘Saving the Earth’ May Mean Big Bucks,” CSM, 10/25/07
Ford, “China Gets Serious About Carbon Emissions, Global Warming” CSM, 9/23/09
Llana, “Brazil Eyes Ethanol as Fast Track to Power,” CSM, 6/6/07

Forests-Species (7)
Llana, “Gas Pipeline in Brazil Seen as a Model,” CSM, 5/23/07
Baldauf, “Saving Ethiopia’s Forests, an its Cutters,” CSM, 1/24/07
Harman, “At a Store Near You: Ecofriendly Lumber,” CSM, 4/22/05
Downie, “Critics Slam Loss of Brazil’s Environmental Chief,” CSM, 5/22/08
Lowe, “Beef Producers, the Next Cutting Edge for Rain Forest Conservation,” CSM, 8/3/09
Hanes, “Charcoal Fuels the Economy and Deforestation of Mozambique,” CSM, 4/2/08
Llana, “Bolivia Gets Clean by Staying Green,” CSM, 5/5/08

Animals (6)
Gravitz, “Legacy of Extinction,” CSM, 12/24/00
Margulis, “Backstory: Are Niger’s Giraffes a Fading Spot on the Horizon?” CSM, 1/11/07
Montlake, “Thai Animal Activists Try Shame,” CSM, 9/7/04
Itano, “Hunt a Rhino, Save an Ecosystem,” CSM, 4/25/05
Coates, “Plan Helps Birds, Villagers Thrive in Cambodia,” CSM, 3/16/06
Hanley, “Mighty Caribou Herds Dwindle, Global Warming Blamed,” CSM, 10/8/09

Water--Fish (6)
Chick, “The Pacific Isn't the Only Ocean Collecting Plastic Trash,” CSM, 6/18/09
Velasquez-Manoff, “Where Did all the Fish Go?” CSM, 6/10/08
Clayton, “Tuna’s Plight is a Problem the World Must Solve,” CSM, 10/6/09
Spotts, “New Climate Change Signal: Oceans Turning Acidic,” CSM, 12/9/09
Clayton, “Is Water Becoming 'the New Oil?'” CSM, 5/29/08
Downie, “Amazon Dam Holds Promise of Clean Energy for Brazil,” CSM, 5/21/10
VIII. WHAT POLICIES & INSTITUTIONAL REFORMS ARE NEEDED?

Readings (30)

Conflict and Reconciliation (6)
Crow & Prendergast, “Stop Your Gadget Greed from Fueling Tragedy in Congo,” CSM, 4/30/09
Lambert, “Chocolate Now fuels War in West Africa,” CSM, 7/17/07
Kurzman & Englehart, “Farewell to World Peace,” CSM, 8/29/08
Moore, “Sierra Leoneans Look for Peace Through Full Truth About War Crime,” CSM, 7/8/08
Pflanz, “Kenya Referendum: How Groups Came Together to Prevent Violence,” CSM, 8/15/10
Maathai, “African Leaders are Finally Solving African Problems,” CSM, 1/26/10

Structural Adjustment & Economic Reform (9)
Bures, “Robinhood in Reverse,” CSM, 7/27/02
Llana, “Latin American Voters Go Left, but Not that Far Left,” CSM, 12/5/06
Francis, “Financial Crisis the Latest Blow to Free-Market 'Dogma',” CSM, 10/6/09
Llana, “Peru's García Unpopular Despite Boom,” CSM, 7/23/08
Long and Llana, “Costa Rican Election: Why the Left is Lagging,” CSM, 1/7/10
Shahriari and Llama, “Why Bolivia Reelected Eva Morales,” CSM, 12/7/09
Downie, “Brazil Bucks Global Economic Downturn,” CSM, 7/15/08
Baldauf, “Opening Shop in India? Bring Scissors to Cut Red Tape,” CSM, 12/16/04
Ford, “China's Land Reform Aims to Revolutionize 750 Million Lives,” CSM, 10/27/08

Democracy & Empowerment (8)
Baldauf, “For Post-Colonial Africa, Hope Deferred,” CSM, 3/6/07
Editorial, “Zero Hour in Zimbabwe,” CSM, 12/12/08
Baldauf, “Africa's New $5 Million Prize for Top Leaders,” CSM, 10/25/07
Hughes, “Islam and Democracy Can--and Do--Coexist,” CSM, 5/8/09
Hinshaw, “Africans Reflect on Obama's 'Tough Love' Message,” CSM, 7/12/09
Baldauf, “Hillary Clinton, in Liberia, Targets Good Government,” CSM, 8/13/09
Editorial, “India's Surprise is the World's Hope,” CSM, 5/18/09
Llana, “Venezuela Vote Emboldens Chavez,” CSM, 11/25/08

Civic Society & People Power (7)
Knicknbocker, “New Kid in the Global Arena,” CSM, 2/3/00
Bruyn, “Civic Society Transcends Right-Left Gap,” CSM, 9/15/05
Itano, “In Africa, 'Little Guys' Help Bring Big Changes,” CSM, 9/19/02
LaFranchi, “At Summit on Entrepreneurship Obama’s Approach to Moslem World on Display,” CSM, 4/26/10
Walker & Tatie, “Corruption Drag on Democratic States,” CSM, 8/2/06
Gunter, “Two Myths Hinder the Global Fight Against Corruption,” CSM, 5/6/10
LaFranchi, “Press Freedom Falls Around the World,” CSM, 4/29/10
IX. IS MORE FOREIGN AID THE ANSWER?

Readings (30)

Rational for Aid (4)
Francis, “For Rich, Foreign Aid is a Tool of Persuasion,” CSM, 6/26/03
Sachs, “Foreign Aid is in Everyone’s Interest,” CSM, 5/10/06

Recent Aid Initiatives (15)
Baldauf, “In Africa Bush Touts Aid Efforts Basks in Popularity,” CSM, 2/19/08
Grier, “G-20 Roundup US and Europe Agree to Disagree,” CSM, 4/3/09
LaFranchi, “G-8 leaders Pressured to Honor Aid Pledges,” CSM, 7/9/09
Chauvin, “With Money Sent from the US, Peruvians Buy Homes,” CSM, 7/13/05
Lampman, “A Priority for US Churches: Africa’s Poor,” CSM, 6/29/05
Tumbull, “A New Era of Supercharged Philanthropy,” CSM, 6/28/06
Lampman, “Private Philanthropy's Global Reach,” CSM, 5/12/08
McLaughlin, “What Debt Relief Means for Africa,” CSM, 6/13/05
Itano, “Challenge for Nations Seeking Aid,” CSM, 1/22/03
Yunus, How Social Business Can Create a World Without Poverty,” CSM, 2/15/08
Hunter, “Helping Hands Around the World,” CSM, 3/21/08
MacDonald, “Financial Products That Aid the Poor,” CSM, 1/12/10
Barnes, “New Donors Emerge in Developing Countries,” CSM, 7/6/10
Baldauf, “Islamic Nations Pledge $850 Million to Develop Darfur,” CSM, 3/22/10

Criticisms of Aid (6)
Francis, “Can World Bank Fight Poverty on Pocket Change?” CSM, 4/7/05
Francis, “US Foreign Aid: Do Americans Give Enough?” CSM, 1/6/05
Kurezy, “Top 10 Military Spending Nations: Oil Countries Post Biggest Jump this Decade,” CSM, 6/3/10
Baldauf, “Aid Groups’ Next Task: Keeping World Engaged,” CSM, 1/15/05
Crilly, “UN Aid Debate—Give Cash, not Food,” CSM, 6/3/08

Future of Aid (5)
Fitzgerald, “Business Has Responsibilities and Opportunities in Africa,” CSM, 5/2/05
Hughes, “Meeting Africa’s Genuine Needs,” CSM, 6/15/05
Lange, “Practical Steps to End Poverty,” CSM, 3/14/08
Editorial, “G8 Needs to See Africa as an Investment, Not a Charity Case,” CSM, 6/25/10
Fulgham, “Are Investors Missing Out on Sub-Saharan Africa?” CSM, 9/29/09
X. HOW CAN YOU TRAVEL THE WORLD AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

Reading (14)

Study Abroad (2)
Dibble-Dieng, “An African Villager's Work is Never Done,” CSM, 7/19/04
Kean and Hamilton, “Send More U.S. Students Abroad,” CSM, 6/12/08

International Volunteer Opportunities (12)
Barnes, “Public Service is Cool Again,” CSM, 8/19/09
Yee, “Unexpected Triumphs From a Teaching Job in China,” CSM, 6/15/99
Freeman, “Africa’s Lessons Slowly Sink In,” CSM, 5/31/01
Hills, “Sharing Sadza And Warm Conversation With the Zimbabweans,” CSM, 3/18/02
Chauvin, “For Peru’s Toledo, Return of Peace Corps is Personal,” CSM, 3/25/02
Itano, “Volunteers Give the Peace Corps a Chance,” CSM, 10/17/01
Gorelick, “The Africa We Aren't Shown on TV,” CSM, 1/30/04
Peace Corps Special, “Michigan Ag Volunteers Needed for the Peace Corps,” Michigan Farm News, 7/15/05
Benequista, “World to Peace Corps--Skilled Volunteers Needed,” CSM, 4/25/08
Rusling, “Muslim Students Say YES to the U.S.,” CSM, 9/16/08
Rodgers, “Nigeria's Lesson for America Civil Service,” CSM, 6/19/09
XI. Why is it difficult to expand international trade

Readings (27)

Trade Theory/Gains From Expanding Trade (3)
Mac Donald, “Is Buying Local Always Best?” CSM, 7/24/06
Bachelet, “For Global Progress, Focus on Fair Trade,” CSM, 1/9/06
Francis, “Does Buy American Send the Wrong Message?” CSM, 2/9/09

Impacts of Trade Barriers and Trade Liberalization (12)
Belsie, “Bitter Reality: Candy Less Likely to be ‘Made in US,’” CSM, 4/8/02
Adams, “China Favors Jobs at Home Over Freer Trade,” CSM, 1/2/09
Elton, “Still Stitching, But Now it Pays,” CSM, 9/13/01
Marquand, “China Coast as Factory of the World,” CSM, 12/16/03
Llana, “Politics of Corn Looms for Divided Mexico,” CSM, 8/9/06
Editorial, “Hollywood and Freedom Sail Further into China,” CSM, 8/14/09
Baker, “Obama’s Nuclear Option on China’s Yuan,” CSM, 11/16/09
Zachary, “Business in Africa: Booming, but Trade Barriers Still High,” CSM, 8/2/10

Looking to the Future: Key Challenges (12)
Trumbull, “As G-8 Meets, Free Trade Under Fire,” CSM, 7/7/08
Wood, “Food Safety Concerns Grow as Imports to the US Surge,” CSM, 5/6/07
McLaughlin, “Global South Flexes its Trade Muscle in Brazil,” CSM, 6/18/04
Crowell, “Ever Heard of Lenovo, Haier, CNOCC? You Will,” CSM, 7/30/05
Trumbull, “Will the US be Competitive in 10 Years?” CSM, 11/14/07
Editorial, “The Real Issue on Free Trade,” CSM, 4/9/08
Editorial, “Can America Still Lead,” CSM 8/4/08
Editorial, “At G20 is Obama Sincere About Open Trade?” CSM, 4/1/09
LaFranchi, “US Loosing Jobs as Free Trade Agreement Languishes, Colombia Says,” CSM, 4/22/10
Francis, “US Foot-Dragging Dims Hope for World Trade Deal,” CSM, 11/20/09